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City debates busing

Love that N ovem ber sum m er!
‘Fi

Council members seek to improve
San Luis Obispo’s transit system
By Debbie Aberle
Stati Writer__________

SHERRY L GURTLER/Mustang Daily

Enjoying the warm weather, biology senior Christine Rector (left) and NRM junior Diana Peters
squint at their studies in the U.U. in the bright sun Wednesday morning.

IRA to release report at 11 a.m.
The press conference to an
nounce the release o f the Istructionally Related Activities fee
referendum report has been
moved to 11 a.m. on Thursday,
according to the IRA task force.
The conference will be held in

the Fisher Science building,
room 286.
The last-minute change is due
to media complications, said task
force chairman Bruce Sherman.
Due to afternoon deadlines, a
4 p.m. press conference was an

inconvenient time for the media
to produce stories, Sherman said.
The task force will be present
at the press conference to answer
all questions regarding the
referendum report.
— T ra c y C o n d ro n

Cal Poly transit riders who
are frustrated by overcrowded
buses and inconvenient bus
schedules can look forward to im
provements in the future.
Over the next five years the
San Luis Transit System will in
crease the number of buses it
runs from four to eight, accord
ing to the $10 million Short
Range Transit Plan developed by
Nelson/Nyguard, a transit plan
ning company hired by the San
Luis Obispo City Council.
'Phe council held a public
hearing on the SRTP TXiesday.
According to the SRTP, when
all eight busses are in use, the
system will offer two-way service
every half hour rather than driv
ing just one way in a loop and
picking up people every hour.
Council member Peg Pinard
has received numerous com
plaints about the current loop
system.
“Students say it takes them
15 minutes to get to school, but
45 minutes to get home,” Pinard
said.
Currently, Madonna and Los
Osos Valley roads are the only
roads that receive half-hour ser
vice, said transit planning con
sultant Bonnie Nelson at a City
Council meeting TViesday night.
Another goal o f the SRTP is to
improve on-time performance o f
the buses, thereby making bus
transfers easier and more reli
able, Nelson said.

“It takes me two-anda-half hours to make
a round trip to the
market, and I have to
limit my shopping...”
— Lydia Reyes,
SLO resident
Nelson stressed the impor
tance o f Cal Poly students to the
success of the transit system.
“Of the approximately 3,000
passengers that ride the transit
every day, over 2,000 o f them are
Cal Poly students,” she said.
Even without implementing
these improvements, San Luis
Obispo’s transit system is one of
the most successful in the state
compared to other cities of the
same size. Nelson said.
She said the SRTP would in
crease ridership by about 50 per
cent.
The city has already bought
one bus, which will be added this
summer to route 4.
It will run in the opposite
direction as the current bus to
provide a direct, fast service from
Cal Poly to Laguna Lake and
downtown.
The addition o f one bus will
also provide a 30-minute service
in both directions along Grand
Sec COUNCIL, page 12

Prisoners work for college degree
Inmates fulfill requirements through extension program
By Aaron Nix
Staff Writer

Going to college can be a dis
tracting experience for many
who attend. Students often find
themselves in the position of jug
gling many priorities at once, in
cluding sports, a job or an inter
nship in addition to their regular
studies.
But how many Cal Poly stu
dents think they could work jail
time into their schedule as well?
That is exactly what many
prisoners-turned-students are
doing at the California Men’s
Colony outside San Luis Obispo.
Run as an extension educa
tional program by Chapman Col
lege in Orange, prisoners at
CMC can take a wide array of
college-level courses that can be
applied toward a degree.
“The program is technically a

satellite of Chapman’s regional
education center at Vandenberg
Air Force Base,” said Bonnie
Ross, program director for the
prison extension service. “The
college offers a variety of courses
at several correctional facilities
in addition to CMC, including
the federal prisons at Lompoc
and Thrminal Island.”
Ross said the prison program
is an offshoot o f Chapman’s
original branch education ser
vices, which specializes in offer
ing college credit courses at
m ilitary bases around the
country.
That means that anyone en
rolling in the prison program
must meet the same entrance re
quirements as those on the out
side.
“Anyone eligible for the
program is admitted, so no one
gets turned away,” Ross said.

Travel...

International Education Program and
International Programs offer students
the opportunity to work and
study abroad.
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“But to be accepted they must
meet normal requirem ents,
which means a high school
diploma or G.E.D. certificate and
a high enough score on the ACT
college entrance exam.”
Prisoners interested in the
program can also meet the
entrance requirements by having
12 or more transferable college
units with at least a 2.0 GPA,
Ross said.
For those who do qualify, the
program offers courses in many
of the same disciplines as Cal
Poly. Prisoners can take instruc
tion in literature, sociology, his
tory, psychology, mathematics
and political science, to name a
few options.
The classes themselves are
taught by regular college instruc
tors. Phil Fetzer, a Cal Poly
political science professor, is one
of a group of teachers from the

R /M u a ta n g S a lly

Cal Poly professor/CMC instructor Phil Fetzer says work submitted
by inmates sometimes rivals that produced by Cal Poly students.
state college and Cuesta College
that offer their services at the
prison on a regular basis.
“I usually teach one class
every semester, choosing from a
list of possible topics provided by

Chapman,” Fetzer said. “I try to
pick something the men will be
interested in, while meeting
their degree requirements at the
same time.”
See PRISON, page 12

Arts & Entertainment.,

Friday weather:

Photographs of Christo’s umbrellas
will be on display in the University
Art Gallery starting Sunday.

Partly cloudy and cooler
High: high 70s
Low: 60s
Winds n.w. 15 mph
2 f t seas 8 f t n.w swells
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Tropical storm leaves
more than 2,300 dead

Scientists clone gene Woman arrested twice
deemed a ‘holy grail’ after death of toddler

TACLOBAN, Philippines (AP) — Flash
floods triggered by Tropical Storm Thelma
unleashed landslides in the central Philip
pines that killed more than 2,300 people and
left 1,500 missing and feared dead, ofticials
said today.
Officials said the bodies of the missing
may never be found because they were swept
out to sea or buried under tons of debris.
Most of the deaths from Tuesday’s storm
occurred in the port city of Ormoc on the
•central island of Leyte, where nearly six in
ches of rain fell in 24 hours on steep moun
tains that were heavily logged and thus open
to landslides.
In Ormoc, witnesses said the victims, who
were mostly children, were buried or swept
away in a landslide that rolled through town,
tossing away trucks and burying coastal
shantytowns under mud, debris and floodwater.
Officials in the provincial capital,
Thcloban, said the death U)ll was based on
body counts. But Vilma Tan, a regional civil
defense official from Ormoc, said authorities
were so overwhelmed by the calamity that
they were having problems compiling com
plete, accurate casualty figures.
Winston Garcia, a provincial official on
neighboring Cebu Island, said officials there
had received a radio appeal for help from
Ormoc Mayor Maria Victoria Locsin. “Ormoc
is completely cut off,” he said, quoting Mrs.
Locsin. “The bridges are completely out.”

NEW YORK (AP) — Scientists say they
have cloned the long-sought gene for a brain
protein structure that plays a key role in
learning, an advance welcomed as the cap
ture of a scientific “holy grail.”

CLUB

a tio n

The cloning may eventually help lead to
new therapies for stroke, epilepsy and pos
sibly some other disorders by aiding research
into how the structure functions, researchers
said.
The gene gives rise to a protein that forms
what’s called the NMDA receptor. The recep
tor is a structure that helps brain cells com
municate by responding to a substance
called glutamate, a so-called neurotransmit
ter that cells secrete to signal each other.
The receptor gained its name because it
binds to a manmade substance called Nmethyl-D-aspartate.
The NMDA receptor is important because
it plays a role in acquisition o f memory and'
the development of the nervous system, and
is thought to be involved in brain damage
that occurs in strokes, said Mark Mayer,
head of the section of neurophysiology and
biophysics at the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development.
The stroke damage occurs through a
phenomenon scientists call excitotoxicity, in
which brain cells are fatally overstimulated.
The same thing can also occur after
severe head injury.

SACRAMENTO (AP) — A Sacramento
child-care provider has been arrested a
second time in the September death of a 17month-old toddler in her care.
Jamie Stone, 27, was booked Tuesday on
murder charges and released on $50,000
bail. She was jailed for three days in Septem
ber after the death of Loran MacDonald, but
freed when prosecutors did not file charges.
The district attorney’s office in September
cited a need for “further investigation con
cerning the circumstances surrounding the
injury to Loran which led to his death.”
An affidavit filed with the new arrest
warrant states that the medical evidence
“completely contradicts” Stone’s version of
how the child was injured.
Stone said she saw Loran fall backward
against a heavy wooden coffee table about an
hour after his arrival at her home the morn
ing of Sept. 20.
Dr. Gregory Reiber, who perfoTTned the
autopsy, told deputies that “it is not possible
for this injury to come from this child falling
against a table,” the affidavit says.
“This injury could have been caused by
multiple strikes to the victim’s head while
victim’s head was held against a solid object
(such as a floor), or by victim’s head striking
another object multiple times,” Reiber said.
Reiber reported that the “extensive frac
turing of the victim’s skull” was an “im
mediate impact injury” with “bruises and
necrosis of the brain.”

news

Native American
club celebrates
years of survival
By Sara L. Turner
Spocial to the Daily

__

'The Native American Stu
dent Organization will have
its first fonnal meeting with
newly-elected officers today.
The meeting will be held in
the Science Building #52,
room #C-36 from 11 a.m. to
noon.
This is an important year
for NASO as it joins the ranks
with other Native American
organizations in celebrating
500 years of American Indian
survival and resistance to op
pression. Annette Osuna,
president o f NASO, is a mem
ber o f the Digueno and
Luiseno nations. She says
that Columbus was no hero.
In reality, he was responsible
for the beginning of the tide of
See CLUB, page 11
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College Book Company Presents
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In front of El Corral Bookstore
December 9-13,8:00 am-4:00 pm
On the lawn near Engr. West
December 9-13,8:30 am-3:30 pm

At two locations during finals

$
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CSU offersiopportunity
for international study

THE

WHOLE WORLD
■

By Patricia Egan

■ IN Y O U R

Staff Writer

H ands
Students learn languages by
working in foreign countries
By Amy Alonso

program, it doesn’t claim to place
you with the vice president of
BMW Corporation.”
Whether it’s by working in a
He said the program is
chocolate factory in Switzerland designed to encourage students
or with the motor works of BMW to further test their foreign lan
in Germany, Cal Poly students guage skills.
can experience a new culture
“When students go to these
while learning the native lan countries they need to accept the
guage.
jacket of that country and be
Students enrolled in German, happy with that,” Seedfeld said.
Jennifer Fashing, a business
FVench, Dutch or Italian lan
guage classes are eligible to junior who spent last summer
spend 10 to 12 weeks during the working in Switzerland, said the
summer working in Europe, im program was an exciting oppor
mersing themselves in the life of tunity. “My language skills im
proved a lot and I learned a
those countries.
The opportunity is part of the whole new way o f life.”
International
E ducation
Fashing has studied German
Program, sponsored through since seventh grade, but she said
Foothill College.
living in Switzerland helped her
Students can work in Ger get it all together for the first
many, Switzerland, France, Bel time. “You learn things you can’t
gium or Finland. Jobs range learn from studying out of a
from retail sales and restaurant book.”
work to hospital work and bank
Fashing said the program is
ing.
economically feasible for stu
Program r ep r ese n ta ti ve s
dents.
came to campus Tuesday to in
Students have to pay for their
terview perspective students and airfare, but they do get paid for
hand out applications.
their work and most o f the
“Students need to know that employers take care o f finding
this program is not a travel students a host family.
program,” said Gunter Seedfeld,
Elizabeth Aloe, a journalism
a representative from Foothill junior and former exchange stu
College. “It is not a romance dent, said, “It is a total learning
Stajf Vynter

__________

_

experience, you are forced to be
(immersed) completely into the
culture and language, and you
need to speak the language in
order to learn it.”
Aloe and Fashing worked in
different parts of Switzerland,
but both worked for a Swiss com
pany called Migros. Migros is a
company that has a grocery store
chain, restaurants, a bread fac
tory, an ice cream factory, a
chocolate factory and a variety of
other operations.
While they worked in the res
taurant of Migros, they got to
tour factories in other parts of
the company.
Th ey each worke d a p 
proximately 40-hour weeks and
made an American equivalent of
$850 a month. 'Their rent fee was
subtracted from their paycheck.
“My host family treated me
like their kid and showed me
around to a lot of places,” Aloe
said.
Fashing said her host became
like another mother to her. “She
is the greatest woman in the
world, and we still keep in
touch,” she said.
Students are placed in jobs ac
cording to work their experience
and language skills and through
See lEP, page 12

'Ihke a walk over to the Cal
Poly 'Theatre today during stu
dent activities hour and see the
world through the eyes of the
California State University stu
dents who’ve traveled it.
International Programs will
present a slide showcase from 15
countries around the world that
students have visited through
the IP program.
'The presentation is “a very
good representation of what the
program is all about,” said Carol
Brookshire, secretary of the IP
office on campus.
IP alumni will be at the
theatre to share their experien
ces and answer questions after
the presentation, said human
development senior Michelle
Benoit, alumni assistant for IP.
“Listening to the students is
very inspiring,” said said Brook
shire. “It opens people’s eyes to
the opportunities available.”
Marilyn York, director of IP,
said the goal of the presentation
is to capture the attention o f the
student body and let them know
what is available to them,
“I’d like to know that there
aren’t students out there who
don’t know about the program,”
York said.
Social sciences senior Gary
Powell, another alumni assistant
for IP, said the purpose of the
presentation is to inform stu
dents at Cal Poly that this great
opportunity is available on cam
pus.
IP offers students the oppor
tunity to learn about the culture,
history and day-to-day life in
another country, said Powell.
“It’s more that just being in a
university — you are constantly
learning,” she said.

Benoit, who went to England
last year, said many of the stu
dents who study in another
country through the IP program
get a minor in addition to earn
ing credits for their major.
“I got a minor in international
relations,” Benoit said.
Human development senior
Debbie Bunce said her ex
perience studying in Spain last
year was a great learning ex
perience in addition to being a
good way to see Europe.
“Everything I took in Spain
transferred,” Bunce said. “I got a
minor in Spanish,”
She said she wasn’t able to
take courses in her major while
she studied in Spain. “I lost some
time, but I wouldn’t trade it,” she
said.
IP has been at Cal Poly for 28
years, said York.
Students pay current CSU
campus fees for a full academic
year of study in another county,
she said.
Students receiving financial
aid are able to use their aid for
the program, York said.
So all the student is respon
sible to pay for is for transporta
tion and living expenses, she
said.
Compared to other interna
tional study programs, IP is con
sidered a “great deal,” said York.
Cal Poly is complimented by
other schools around the state
for what the program offers at
such a low cost.
York said that many students
that go to another country and
study say the year they spent
wasn’t enough.
She said the opportunity real
ly opens students’ eyes to what is
out in the world.
“How do you get them back on
the farm after they’ve seen
Paris?”
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American culture is slowly being destroyed
By Jeff Coffman

There are many, many ele
ments that can be attributed to
what American culture is and/or
was. There are many different
opinions about what America is
and/or was. This short commen
tary will therefore contain only a
few aspects of three of the most
obvious rudiments of American
culture and to expose the fact
that it has been destroyed to a
great extent. The aspects that I’d
like to address are language, the
family and two holidays that are
strictly American.
Language is probably the first
thing that comes to one’s mind
when one thinks about a nation’s
culture. In Europe and Africa, for
example, people are unified and
distinguished by the language
they speak. Even dialects of the
same language are distinguished
and some sort o f unconscious,
psychological bond is experienced
by those speaking on individual
dialect.
In Am erica today, most
everyone knows that there are
communities where a person
does not need to be able to speak including driver’s tests, printed
one word of English (or an in English. The point is that
American dialect o f English) to Californians wanted seemed to
be able to exist and live happily.
want some government interven
In the mid-1980s, an over tion to force immigrants to learn
whelming majority of Califor this important aspect of our cul
nians voted to pass a bill that ture.
was popularly known as the
A primary building block of
“English only” bill. Obviously, any good society is the family
that bill would be impractical, unit. Permanent families must
not to mention dangerous, to have been practically exclusive
have all government documents, in this country. How did divorce

apart.
become so popular?
Thanksgiving and Indepen
When the entertainment in
dustry was getting popular in dence Day are two holidays that
Hollywood, everyone heard about America does not share with
their idols getting divorces. The other countries. They are
wom en’s liberation crusade holidays that have extraordinary
skyrocketed in popularity at origins. These days were set
about the same time. In my aside by men long ago who
mind, these two things have con thought it important to remem
tributed almost 100 percent to ber those origins. In present
the outrageous divorce rate that times, I’d be surprised to see a
is tearing this country’s culture program that praised the

L E T T E R S T O T H E E D IT O R
It seems as if Cal Poly is
moving toward a more progres
sive age, if it was not for the
fact that Cal Poly is clouded by
I believe
t h a t yo u r militarism.
newspaper is racist, sexist,
T he m i l i t a r y s c i e n c e
homophobic, closed-minded and program (ROTC) at Cal Poly
c u lt u r a l ly bi as ed , which operates openly and freely on
reflects on the writers of your campus, along with an openstaff and the students and door policy to student recruit
faculty of this school.
ment that is granted to the CIA
I believe your writers are in by Cal Poly.
competent and lack quality
'The armed forces of this
knowledge. A recent example is c o u n t r y ,
(w hich
ROTC
an article written by Ted Holz. promotes) were found guilty of
Mr. Holz, if you want to attack 200,000 civilian deaths in the
something, don’t attack other war in the Middle East by the
groups on this campus. I War Crimes tribunal headed by
believe this school needs a Ramey Clark. Also there
newspaper that is uncensored remains the fact that the
and unbiased because I believe ROTC program discriminates
that Mustang Daily is just a on the basis o f sexual
waste of my time.
preference. If the ROTC dis
P.S. I also believe the Poly criminated against people of
Review should be banned from color, there would be an outcry.
this campus which promotes
Along the same lines, the
and spreads hatred and fear CIA, who openly recruit here at
with their inflaming rhetoric.
Cal Poly, also discriminates on
the basis of sexual preference.
M ike Loleng
The CIA sample entrance exam
Richard Eshad
asks: “Have you ever had any
John Chen
adult homosexual activity or
contact? Please describe in 50
words or less your feelings
towards hom osexuality in
society today.”
Also, according to John
Cal Poly is on its way to be Stokwell (Ex-CIA agent) who
coming a socially responsible spoke at Cal Poly in spring of
school with the opening of the 1991, the agency is responsible
women’s center, the ethnic fo r six m i l l i o n
deaths
studies program and a recent worldwide since 1947.
article that appeared in Mus It’s about time that students
tang Daily about hate crimes.
and faculty of Cal Poly take a

Mustang Daily
is waste of time

Poly should ban
ROTC and CIA

Pilgrims or the 1776 insurrec
tionists for their individuality
and rebellion against England’s
laws and customs.
Come November 28, try to
remember the hell that the
pilgrims went through in
England. Remember the suffer
ing that they endured once they
got to our East Coast and
remember the reason for the day
they found appropriate to set
aside and give thanks. Those
people were tough and had guts
and I’m proud to have them as
part of America’s heritage.
The t r a d it io n a l,
“ oldfashioned” values and morals
that are ridiculed, put down and
portrayed by the media as being
prudish were good, wholesome
characteristics o f American
people. 'Ib put them down is to
put down American heritage.
Lists including elements of
American culture could go on
and on. My list continues with
things like racial purity, the
work ethic, scientific and tech
nological advancement, industry,
morality, humanitarianism and
the desire for freedom and in
dependence rather than peace
and security. Plainly, I did not
include everything. Yon can look
at these things and think about
the extent to which these aspects
exist today. I would love to keep
commenting but...
J eff Coffman is a computer
science major at Cal Poly.

E D IT O R IA L

stand and put an end to
blatant discrimination on cam
pus and call for the end of any
program that publicizes death
and destruction around the
world. The ROTC program and
CIA recruitment should be
banned in the name of social
res{X)nsibility.

IRA board decision to separate
referendums was fair action
The Issue: The IR A board’s 4-2 decision to separate
the IRA referendum into two initiatives - one for ath 
letic fees and one for non-athletic fees.

'There are two good adjectives to describe Cal Poly stu
dents and their relationship with the upcoming fee referen
dum.
Confused and uninformed.
Being confused and uninformed is bad, but it would be a
lot worse if students were being treated unfairly in the
process.

G ail Gilm an
Political Science

More letters and
less Ice-T trash
'Ib Peter Hartlaub regarding
his comments about letter
writers in his commentary on
Nov. 5.
'There would be more rixim
for letters if you stopped print
ing trash from Ice-T. If I
wanted to read or listen to this
garbage, I would buy it.

ITianks to the Instructionally Related Activities board,
the students are being treated with fairness in regards to
the actual logistics of the vote. 'The decision by IRA to split
the votes was the right one to make.
IRA deserves respect for recognizing the differences be
tween the athletic and non-athletic vote. One of the
measures would cost students $43 per quarter and would
benefit athletics, while the other would cost $11 per quarter
and would benefit 20 other Cal Poly clubs and non-athletic
IRA groups.

A aron Brow n
M echanical E ngineering

'Ib lump them together would have been unfair because
of these differences. It would have been like electing the
commissioner o f the National Football League and the presi
dent of the National Rifle Association in one vote. 'The IRA
board recognized this and responded in the interests of the
student body.

Letters Policy

All letters to the editor ^
should be typed and include
the author's name, phone
number and major or
occupation.
Mustang Daily has the right
to edit letters for length, clarity
or content.
Letters can be turned into
the letters box at the Mustang
Daily office, Graphic Arts,
room 226.

Confused and uninformed are bad adjectives to be.
• For a fair election, information should have been given
out to solve these problems at the outset of the issue. Hope
fully, ASI will come out with a report that will solve these
deficiencies sometime before the voting actually starts.
Until then, it should be a pleasure for the Cal Poly stu
dent body to know that someone on the Cal Poly campus is
treating their election rights with the respect they deserve.
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COURTESY HENRY WESSELS

Photos of the umbrellas on Tejón Pass will be among the prints and lithographs displayed for the University Art Gallery’s Christo exhibit.

Christo exhibit comes to Poly gallery
Umbrellas, fences
highlight display
of famous artist
By Cindy Lee
Staff Writer
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Christo is coming!
Christo is coming!
The University Art Gallery
has, with ARTernatives (San
Luis Obispo’s bridge to the world
of contemporary art), secured the
private collection of JeanneClaude, Christo’s wife, for show
ing.
The exhibit will open this
Sunday from 3 to 5 p.m. at the
University Art Gallery adjacent
to the Cal Poly Art and Design
Department office.
Christo is known worldwide
for conceiving and executing
dramatic yet short-lived public
projects.
The exhibition, “Christo —
Prints and
Lithographs
1967-1989,” consists of more
than 60 images and collages by
the artist of such projects as the
recent “Umbrellas” in Califor
nia’s 'Ibjon Pass and Japan, and
the famous “Running Fence” in
Marin County.
“Umbrellas” is the first project
by any artist to take place at
civic scale simultaneously on
more than one continent.
“Running Fence” is Christo’s
1976 project that consisted of an
18-foot high curtain of white

nylon that snaked continuously
for more than 24 miles across
Sonoma and Marin counties.
This is the first time Cal Poly
and ARTernatives have secured
such an internationally well
known artist for an exhibition,
said Henry Wessels, a professor
of sculpture and ceramics.
The exhibit will include
photos and schematic drawings
of Christo’s work showing the
structural aspects from inception
to completion.
Mary LaPorte, founder of
ARTernatives and a graphic
design and studio art professor
said, “This exhibit is not just for
the art-minded.”
LaPorte points out the en
gineering feats, environmental
issues, and grandiose architec
tural accomplishments involved
in Christo’s work when she says
there is something for everyone
in the exhibit.
“TTjis campus is unusual in
that it has so little art,” LaPorte
said. “(Art is) the rounding out of
individuals with something other
than the soil that they inspect or
the crunching o f numbers.
There’s more to life than that.
“We’re very happy that the art
and design department could get
high-quality art,” she said.
“There’s art beyond the bronze
Mustang.
“The magnitude of this exhibit
is felt worldwide because of the
far reaching and international
projects it encompasses,” LaPorte
said.

George Jercich, an art profes
sor who teaches three-dimen
sional design and sculpture/glass
forming, was excited about the
upcoming exhibit.
“It’s a selection of proposals
made by an artist who’s been
wrapping different objects
throughout the years,” he said,
describing Christo’s style of

using curtains of material to
enhance nature or other art.
Jercich points out that al
though Christo may not have
created the original monument
he decides to work with, through
his alterations, Christo seems to
“reawaken the passerby to the
original object he’s changed.
See C H R IS T
O , page 6
---------------------------- — -
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Henry Wessels and Kelli Klein work to unload the Christo prints and
lithographs Tuesday at the University Art Gallery.
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Hot-air balloon fest to fill Paso skies
By Brian Volk
Staff Writer

A drive to Paso Robles this
weekend just might give stu
dents bogged down with classes
that uplifting feeling they have
been looking for.
Saturday and Sunday, the
skies over the Paso Robles Air
port will be kaleidoscoped with
more than 35 hot-air balloons
from all over the state as the
third annual Paso Robles Bal
loon Fest is celebrated.
Event Coordinator Patty
Reis said the activities, spon
sored by local businesses in
cluding five local radio stations,
will prove to draw large crowds
of spectators.
T he b a l l o o n s will be
launched from the airport both
days at 6:30 a.m., after which
the pilots will participate in
competitions and skydiving
demonstrations and will give
free rides to four winners of a

weeklong raffle.
Reis said that the $1 tickets
will be sold until the raffle
Saturday at 11 a.m.
Those who are not as lucky
in the raffle can pay for a ride,
but setting reservations is
recommended.
“Last year we had people
coming out of our ears,” said
Reis. “We didn’t have enough
room for all the people wanting
to fly, and we had turn them
down. The response was
wonderful.”
During the two-day event,
the price of a hot-air balloon
ride is $100, which Reis said is
a deal since most rides range
from $125 to $200.
Mark Rail, a Cal Poly com
puter science junior, has been
involved in the past two events
and thinks this year will prove
to be as successful as last
year’s.
Rail explained that the event
will start with a Watership

COURTESY MARK RALL

While spectators watch, participants Inflate the hot-air balloons at last year’s festival In Paso Robles.
Down competition in which the
balloonists fly and land a mini
mum of a mile from the airport
in spots chosen by the pilots.
From there, they fly back to the
airport where they must lower

the craft in midair to snatch
helium balloons tethered 25 feet
from the ground.
The competition can become
difficult due to shifting air cur
rents which can suddenly move

both the hot air balloon and
helium tether, Rail said.
After Watership Down, the
balloonists proceed to the Hare
and Hound competition.
See BALLOONS, page 6
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Entertainers bring musical blend to Chumash
By H olly (iilb e r t
Staff writer_________

A celebration of sounds titled
“Juke Joints and Jubilee” will
fill Chumash Auditorium Tues
day night.
A variety of entertainers will
offer an “extraordinary blend of
soul, rhythm and blues, gospel
and juba dancing,” said Hunter
Lillis from Cal Poly Arts.
But what is “juke joint?”
In the 1930s, ’40s and ’50s, a
predom in ant feature of
African-American culture was
the popularity of the roadhouse
or clubhouse where AfricanAmericans of all different strata
would go to sing and play the
blues, said Peter Wilt, program
manager of Cal Poly Arts.

Wilt said the playing and
singing in the true African style
was called “jooking.”
These
“j o o k
houses”
originated as a result of
segregation. They were places
where all African-American
people felt free and uninhibited
at a time when they weren’t
welcome in many taverns and
restaurants, according to the
tour program.
The “jooking” was held at a
different house every Saturday
night, and then on Sunday
morning the participants would
all go to church and sing gospel,
Wilt said.
This was simply called
“Saturday night and Sunday
morning,” said Wilt, and be
came the roots for this extraor-

COURTESY ROUNDER RECORDS

The Holmes Brothers will meld blues, gospel, soul and country for
their segment at Tuesday’s performance.

CHRISTO

dinary blend of music.
Contributing to this melding
of blues and gospel are two
groups and two individuals.
The Holmes Brothers, Lillis
said, best known for their
recent debut album “In the
Spirit,” will be playing a
blues/gospel blend, seasoned
with soul, rhythm and blues
and even a little country.
The New York Times called
“In the Spirit” one of the best
blues albums of the year.
The second performer, gospel
singer Fontana Bass, is
described as a “world-class
singer and musician,” Lillis
said.
Bass was raised in the
strong gospel traditions of her
family and community and has
been performing professionally
since the age of five.
Bass will perform as a soloist
and will accompany herself on
piano.
Also performing are the
Alabama-based Birmingham
Sunlights, a young gospel quar
tet who com e from the
heartland of African-American
music. The four current Sun
lights are part of a singing
tradition that began with the
first quartet more than 75 years
ago, according to Prologue, Cal
Poly Arts newsletter.
'The Birmingham Sunlights
include lead tenor James Alex
Taylor, Taylor’s brothers Steve
and Barry, who sing baritone,
and tenor Wayne Williams.
“Putting down some really
fantastic music,” said Lillis, will
be the final artist, John Dee
Holeman. He is a North

■

Ì
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Gospel singer Fontella Bass will accompany herself on piano at
Tuesday’s “ Juke Joints and Jubilee’’ concert.
Carolina blues singer, guitarist
and “juba patter.”
“Juba patter” refers to the
use o f complex handclap
rhythm that provide timing for
dancers.
The ancient technique has
been practiced by Africans and
African-Americans for at least

three centuries. Juba patting is
performed without any musical
instrument.
The Cal Poly show is the first
time these musicians have all
performed on tour together.
They have been touring in
smaller groups for the past
three years.

rents would often whisk a bal
loon suddenly into an area that
he could not get to.
Sometimes he would have to
backtrack 10 to 15 miles to keep
the balloon in sight.
Rail said that the real hard
work lies with the pilots because
there is no rudder or propeller to
steer the balloon.
“ It’ s a great time for
everybody,” Rail said. “Whether
you’re a spectator at the event or
the man who happens to smile
up at you in his driveway while
getting the morning newspaper.
“We get smiles from everyone.
There are so many people who
wave for us to land in their
yard.”
Spectators at the event can
watch the balloons or browse
through various booths.
In addition to the sponsors’
booths, an arts and crafts area
will also be featured offering
handmade items including T-

shirts, porcelain figures, baskets,
glass and crystal. Soft drinks
and snacks will also be sold, Reis
said.
For those with a more hearty
appetite, a tri-tip party and bar
becue will be held at the nearby
Martin Brothers Winery at 3
p.m. on Saturday. The li” e clas
sic and modem rock music of the
Marvel tones will accompany the
barbecue.
Spectators will also find a
large selection o f classic, antique
street rods and muscle cars and
also a wide variety of custom
motorcycles, Reis said.
One change to the original
schedule is the loss of the Con
federate Air Force, which will not
perform in this year’s event due
to scheduling problems, Reis
said.
The two-day event is being
held for the benefit of the San
Luis Obispo County Child Abuse
Prevention Council.

BALLOONS

F ro m page 5

“The mystery of the wrapped
gift gives the chosen object a new
identity for a while,” he said. “It’s
transformed usually on a fairly
large scale.”
Tb Christo’s critics, Jercich
said, “He’s not necessarily trying
to reinterpret the past, (but is)
merely using it as an historical
reference (for his new art).
“He (Christo) wraps objects,
covers landscapes and builds
barriers,” Jercich said. “He chan
ges it (the selected object or area)
on a grandiose scale as simply,
with the maximum effect and
with limited resources. He tries
to get more mileage out of his art
in the actual area he changes.”
Wessels himself viewed Chris
to’s latest project, what Wessels
called, “the blossoming of the
umbrellas” on the 'Ibjon Pass.
“It was an inspiration to me
that one person could get some
thing done,” he said.

“All o f the projects have been
paid for by him from profits of
nearly 460 preliminary drawings
and paintings that go to
museums and private collectors,”
he said.
“This show is a good oppor
tunity to see the development of
an artist through 25 years of in
ventive growth,” Wessels said.
Accompanying the exhibit will
be a lecture by 'Ibm Golden, U.S.
project maneiger for the Christo
Umbrella exhibit, Nov. 15 from 7
to 9 p.m. in the architecture
building, room 104. Lecture ad
mission is $10.
Throughout the exhibit there
will be a video tape showing the
span of Christo’s work and the
construction and completion of
several of his works.
'The Christo exhibit will be
shown through Dec. 15, 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. daily, Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings from 7 to 9
p.m.

F ro m page 5

In this game, a single hot-air
balloon (the hare) leaves the air
port to land and mark a random
ly chosen spot (a very large nylon
“X”) later to be found by the
others (the hounds).
Upon finding the mark, if they
can, the hounds must lower
themselves to throw labeled bean
bags which hopefully land close
to the hare’s mark. The winners
are those who land their bags the
closest to the mark. Rail said.
Last year, Rail drove a fourwheel vehicle which contained
tools and spare tanks for the bal
loons.
His job was to keep a balloon
in sight and coordinate safe land
ing spots. Sometimes, he said, he
would end up knocking on the
doors of residents to ask for per
mission to land the balloon in
their yard.
Rail said the job was fun but
difficult because shifting air cur

iassem bly line

Cal Poly Ski Club

B.B.Q. RIBS

SKI SWAP

FANTASTIC SALAD BAR
(Over 70 Items)
HOMEMADE SOUPS & BREADS
Lunch 1 1 :0 0 - 2 :3 0 Dinner 5:00
• Steaks • Seafood • Chicken
• SandvAdches
• Giant Stuffed Potatoes
Bring in student ID and receive a $ 1 .0 0 off

9 7 0 Higuera St., S.L.O.

544-6193

Sunday • November 10
11 am to 3 pm
Mountain Air Sports Parking Lot
Buy new and used equipment.
Sell your old equipment

Call 756-SKIS for more information
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'Butcher's Wife' diced by bad acting, poor plot
By Amy Koval
Staff Writer

T her e are
few
th in gs
worse than a
f ÆÆÆÆÆÆà bad romance
film. But when
M O V IE
you take one
R E V IE W
and
add
a
bleached-blonde Demi Moore
trying to fake some kind of
Southern twang, the result is a
nightmare.
In short, this film is about two
hours too long.
“The Butcher’s Wife,” which
opened Oct. 25, stars a swollenankled Moore (pregnant during
the filming), Jeff Daniels, George
Dzundza, and Margaret Colin.
Directed by Terry Hughes, it
is supposed to be a story about
the clairvoyant Marina (Moore),
who has waited all her life for
her Prince Charming.
At her island home, she
receives a few mystical signs of
his imminent arrival, and then a
guy on a fishing trip happens to
row to her shore.
His name is Leo, he’s a
butcher, he smells like fish and
he is indeed “the big one.”
But she takes him anyway,
sure that “this is it,” and insists
they marry.
So back to Leo’s place they go,
with Leo looking surprised as
hell about his beautiful catch,
but why?
M a r i n a is worse than
“simple.” She is a shoeless
moron, and viewers may be
doubtful she can speak, until she
actually does about 10 minutes
into the film.
And then they’ll wish she’d
have kept quiet. That quasi
drawl which is supposed to mark

SAFETY FIRST
A LW A Y S!

\

COURTESY PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Jeff Daniels plays a Greenwich Village psychiatrist and Demi Moore a clairvoyant in the F^ramount Pictures’ release “ The Butcher's Wife.”
the character’s simple, country
upbringing is nothing short of ex
cruciating.
The film trots along as
Marina, newcomer in Leo’s home
of Greenwich Village, upsets just
about everyone’s love lives by
telling them her psychic feelings.
About four linking love triangles
develop, and the rest is too
boring to explain.
So
b l a h ,
b l a h ,
blah ... everyone ends up happy

in the end.
And we all learn that we, as
mere mortals, cannot force the
love bug to bite. We must be
patient and let it bite by its own
will; in doing so, we’ll save a lot
of trouble.
Do I need a movie to tell me
this?
The designs on the ceiling of
the Fremont Theatre are almost
enough to attract anyone to any
film, but don’t bother traipsing

over there for this one.
I’m afraid it’s not even worth
the bargain-night $3.50. Guys, if
you’re looking to see Demi, just
re-rent “Ghost.”
Paramount Pictures should
have spent less money on the
real “clairvoyant coach” they
hired to ensure an accurate
portrayal
of a psychic
phenomenon, and more money
on things that could have im
proved the film.

T his
“ c o a c h , ” M aria
Papapetros, said in an interview
that Moore “ is extre me ly
talented psychically. She’s so
aware of what is going on. One of
the things I do with Demi is to
point out to her when she’s pick
ing up psychically.”
Well, maybe someone should
also point out to the actress that
she needs extra dialect lessons,
and that movies like this have
been known to damage careers.

Á fíT
198 South Street
San Luis Obispo, CA
(805) 543-4416
K you have written a book (fiction, nonfiction, or best seller)

2179 10th Street-Los Osos, CA
(805) 528-5115

and would like it displayed in our General Book Department
call us at 756-5316. Non textbooks only.

E IG p r r a lË ^ B o o k s to re
M a c y t Pleasanton and Concord are currently hiring
all p o s ito n t for the Christm as Season We w ill be on
campus conducting interviews Novennber t2 lh ,
between 8am-Spm. You can pick up an application
on carrpus at the students services btdg. For a
scheduled interview contact Personnel at (5t0) 4633333 ext. 4103
M acys Is an equal opportunity em ployeer.
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“A Fall Festival of Jazz” at 8 p.m.
thiirsday, nov. 7
in
th e
Cuesta
C ollege
Auditorium. The Fat Tuesday
J R oad H ouse R o ck e rs will Jazz Band will be guest per
perform at SLO Brewing Co. at formers. Tickets range from $6 to
9:30 p.m. for a $2 cover.
$8. Call 546-3195 for details.

Fest runs from 6:30 a.m. to noon
at the Paso Robles Airport. Ac
tivities include friendly competi
tions, skydiving demonstrations,
and an appearance by the Con
federate Air Force. Balloon rides
will also be available.

□ The E arth lin g B ook sh op J The P acific West A rt G al
features Susan Foster playing lery in Cambria will hold its
original folk music from 8 to 10 first Artists’ Festival, a multip.m.
media tent showing of 14 artists
from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Refresh
friday, nov. 8
ments will be served.
J
The E arthling B ook sh op
presents acoustic folk, rock,
blues and jazz by Strong Con
tender from 8 to 10 p.m.

LI Ann Loureiro performs at Linn a ca ’s Cafe at 8 p.m..

Sunday, nov. 10
□ Intern ational Beat, featur
ing Dave Wakeling (English Beat
and General Public), will per
form at Loco Ranchero at 9 p.m.
The Tbasters will open the show.
Tickets are $5.

J B.B. C hung K in g & the
S cream in g B uddha H eads will
perform in connection with the
Budweiser Concert Series at
SLO Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for
a $3 cover.

J A llig a tor & h is B ayou
B oogie B and will perform at
SLO Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for □ Michael Moretto plays alterna
tive noise at the E arthling
a $2 cover.
B ook sh op from 8 to 10 p.m.
J David Beaudry and Steve
Vagagnini perform at L inn aea’s □ A W ine G rape Harvest
Cafe at 8 p.m. Admission is free. C e le b ra tio n features music,
dancing and wine tasting at the
Edna Valley Vineyard winery
Saturday, nov. 9
from 1 to 5 p.m.
^ The No D ea d w ood B ig Band
from Cuesta College will present

□ The P acific West A rt Gal
lery will continue is art festival
from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
□ L aw ’s H obby C enter is
presenting an open house featur
ing demonstrations of new art
techniques and ideas for projects
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
□ Author and Cal Poly alumnus
Delta Newby will be signing
copies of her book “Margaret
Homfrey: The Spirit of Montessori” at the E arth lin g B o o k 
shop at 3 p.m.

□ The Paso R obles B alloon

ntonday, n ov. 11
/

Ü The P acific West Art G al
lery continues its tent show from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
ü The musical documentary
“ M ississippi B lues” will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. in Chumash
Auditorium. The film explores
the unique folk music of the
people of the deep South. Tickets
are $4 for the public, $3 for stu
dents and senior citizens.

tuesday, nov. 12
iSy TRIPLE X RECORDS

International Beat will be featured at Loco Ranchero Sunday night.

□ “ Ju k e Join ts and J u bilee”
comes to Chumash Auditorium
for a performance o f blues and

-vs;.

gospel. The Holmes Brothers,
singer/pianist Fontella Bass,
bluesman John Dee Holeman
and the gospel quartet Birmin
gham Sunlights will perform at 8
p.m. Tickets range from $6 to
$ 12.
□ L ittle W omen plays at SLO
Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m.

ongoing.
ij An exhibit titled “B ronze,
Clay & E tc.” by Atascadero art
ist Jack Dixon will open at the
Cuesta College Art Gallery Nov.
8, running through Dec. 4. The
show will honor the artist who
died Oct. 16 after a long illness.
A reception in memory of the art
ist will be held from 2 to 4 p.m.
on Nov. 17.
□ The U.U. G alerie is present
ing “The Unveiling” exhibition
through Dec. 1. The show fea
tures the newest acquisitions for
the developing ASl permanent
collection of professional and stu
dent art. A reception for the
show will be held Sunday from 3
to 5 p.m. at the Galerie.

CONCERTS
BassATicketmaster
— Bay Area, (415) 762-2277
— Los A n g e l e s , (2 1 3 )
480-3232
— S an t a Mar ia, (8 05)
583-8700

bay area
□ C ro sb y , Stills and Nash,
11/7-10, Warfield
□ Ja m es B row n, 11/9, Circle
Star Center
□ T h e O ak R id g e B oys,
11/10, Circle Star Center
□ O zzy O sbourne, 11/ 20-21,
Warfield
□ K en n y K irkland, 11/ 20-24
□ M a r c C o h n , 11/ 21,
Bimbo’s
□T om
Petty and the
H eartbreakers, U/24, Oak
land Coliseum
□ Q u een srych e, 11/30, Cow
Palace
□ N a t a l i e C o l e , 12/4-5,
Paramount Theatre

ventura area
□ L ita Ford, 11/9, Ventura
Concert Theatre
□ M arc Cohn, 11/ 23, Ven
tura Concert Theatre

los angeles area
Ll Irving Berlin’s musical comedy
“A nnie Get Your G un” will be
performed by Pismo Light Opera
Theatre Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights at 8 p.m. Oct. 17
through Nov. 16. at the Marion
Houston Theatre in the Pismo
Beach City Hall. Tickets range
from $5 to $14. Call 773-2882 for
details.

Ü The G r e a t A m e r i c a n
M elodram a and V audeville in
Océano will perform Robert
Louis Stevenson’s “The Strange
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde”
through Nov. 17. The show runs
Wednesdays through Sundays
with two perfonnances on Satur
days. Call 489-2499 for ticket in
formation.

□ R ick ie Lee Jon es, 11/7, Ir
vine Meadows
□ T om P e t t y a n d t h e
H eartbreakers, 11/9, Pacific
Amphitheatre, 11/11, Great
Western Forum
□Kansas, 11/ 23, Celebrity
Theatre
□ T h e H ighw aym en, 12/3,
Universal Amphitheatre
□P aula A bdul, 12/5, Great
Western Forum
□ F i s h b o n e , 12/10, Hol
lywood Palladium
□A1 J a r r e a u , 12/13,14,
Celebrity Theatre
□ J e th ro Tull, 12/14, Univer
sal Amphitheatre
□B.B. King, 12/27, Celebrity
Theatre
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Discover A Career
In Management
Consulting With
Price Waterhouse
We w ill hold tin inform,ilion session .it
Gi/iforni.) I’olyler hni( Sl.ile l/niversi(y.

Interviews w ill Ire condin ted
November I2 ,,in d 13, Ih h I.
For more inform.ition rontac t llw
Pl,K ement Center.
Price Waterhouse.
Committed to our Clients.
Committed to the future.
Committe-d to you.

/h 'c e Waterhimse

Graduation is approaching. You're caught up in the
excitement of embarking on a promising and
challenging career. You want to succeed in the
competitive environment of the nineties and beyond.
Price Waterhouse provides you the opportunity to excel
in the decades ahead. Our Management Consulting
Services (MCS) offers a dynamic atmosphere for gaining
practical business experience and technical knowledge.
As a new MCS Information Technology consultant, you
w ill participate in an extensive training program,
combining self-study with hands-on experierice.
We help develop your skills so that you may continue
our tradition o f providing the highest quality information
technology services to clients from Boston to Bangkok.

If you are among the best and the brightest in an
analytical major (MIS, Computer Science, Engineering,
Math, etc.), we invite you to come meet with us and
learn why you should consider joining
Price Waterhouse.
Look to a bright new future with MCS and discover what
the nineties hold for you.
Price Waterhouse is an equal opportunity employer.

WE RACE
YOUWIN!
Professional racing is hell on a car. Every mile
on the track is like a hundred on the street. As
race car builders, we follow a car through its
entire life span often only a matter of hours.
What we've learned at Le Mans and
Daytona applies directly to the way we main
tain your car. We’ll tune it for top performance
and make the minor repairs that can save you
a major overhaul further down the road.
Our prices are reasonable and our l l l M M f
service is the best.
■ ■1151
Racing car owners trust
B f if llM M l
us, shouldn’t you?
m

Auto

specializing in Porsche, Audi, BMW, Mercedes, Volvo & VW Autos

273 Pacific Street, San Luis Obispo 543-7473
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Poly’s tennis coach resigns, Arkansas bound
By Patricia Egan
Statt Writer

_____

The Cal Poly men’s and women’s tennis
coach will leave San Luis Obispo in
December for a position at the University
of Arkansas.
Kevin Platt, the men’s head tennis
coach from 1989-91 and women’s head
coach last year, will be the head coach of
the women’s tennis team at Arkansas.
The coaching positions Platt leaves
vacant won’t be filled until after the IRA
referendum vote, Platt said.
Platt said the lack of funding and the
uncertainty of the tennis program played
a role in his decision to leave.
The referendum and budget cuts have
caused uncertainty in his future, he said.
Platt said he is only on a three-month
contract with the university because of
budget cuts.

KEVIN P L A T T 'S CAREER A T C A L PO LY
• Men's head coach from 1989-91, women's head
coach in 1991 (78-24 overall).
• National Coach of the Year -1 99 0.
• Regional Coach of the Year -1 9 8 9 .
• CCAA Coach of the Year two times (1989-1990).
• Led Mustangs to national championship in 1990.
• Has coached 22 All-Americans.

Kevin Platt

His new job at the University of Arkan
sas will offer greater security, Platt said.
A member of the men’s tennis team
blames Platt’s departure on the referen
dum.
“We’re pretty mad about the referen

dum bit,” said John Montgomery, who
played for Platt. “We know it’s the reason
he left.”
Starting in December, Platt will be
coaching for a team that just recently
moved over to the Southeastern Con

ference.
Platt said it’s a position that he has al
ways wanted.
“I hope I’m the right person for this
position, I feel they haven’t had the
proper person in there yet,” he said. “The
school has great facilities and is in a nice
area surrounded by hills.”
Yet, as positive a move as it is for Platt,
he said there was one difficult part of his
decision. “It was tough telling my teams,”
he said.
Another men’s tennis team player.
Max Almann, said he’ll miss Platt. “I’m
really gonna miss him, everyone on the
team sees him as a friend as well as a
coach,” Almann said.
Platt said the opportunity came at a
good time in his career.
During his short career at Poly, Platt’s
teams went 78-24.

G O L IA T H in David's body
Player excels
despite size

El

By Mark Marden
Staff Writer

Sec PLATT, page 10

Playoffs a
win, then a
hope away
for Poly
By Christy Rinauro

Staff Writer
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FILE PHOTO

Dennis Breshears, #2, tries to biock a fieid goal against Santa Clara earlier this season.

You’ve got to have heart.
You’ve just got to have it if you
play in the head-banging world of
football’s special teams — on kick
offs, punt returns and field goal
blocking teams.
And especially if you’re playing
with a broken wrist and a cast the
size o f a cinder block on your
forearm. You’ve got have heart.
Doing all these things, standing
only 5-foot-9-inches and weighing
just 165 pounds, you’d probably need
more than just heart.
“A lot of heart and effort,” says
Cal Poly Assistant Football Coach
Randy Stewart when describing Den
nis Breshears, one of Cal Poly’s
defensive specialists. “He’s not a
really big guy, not a real bulky guy.
He uses his quickness and speed to
make things happen.
See BRESH EARS, page 10

Weather could decide Poly’s fate
Mustangs face another top-notched offensive team in snowy Utah
By Neil Pa.scale
Editorial Staff

_____

The weather man just might
be the Cal Poly Mustangs’ best
man come Saturday.
Then again, he could turn
out to be the Mustangs’ worst
enemy.
Cal Poly’s football team
travels Saturday to Cedar City,
Utah to take bn the Southern
Utah Thunderbirds in a key
Western Football Conference
showdown.
The contest pits the con
ference’s top offensive team —
the Thunderbirds — against
the top defensive team — the
Mustangs.
The game also marks the
end of either Poly’s or Southern
Utah’s chances of winning the
WFC.
The Mustangs enter Satur
day’s showdown with a 2-1 con
ference record and 4-4 overall.
The Thunderbirds are 3-1 and
6-3. Each team is trailing
division-leading Portland State,
who is 3-0 and 7-2.
“One more time, it’s the big
gest game of the year,” said
Southern Utah’s Head Coach
Jack Bishop. “We’re playing

THEWESTERNFOOTBALLCONFERENCERACE
CONFEffiNCE
W

Portland State (7-2)
Southern Utah (6-3)

3
3

Cal Poly SLO (4-4)

2

Cal St. Sacramento (6-2)
Cal St. Northrldge (3-5)
Santa Clara (4-5)

1
l
0

L

0
1

1
2
2
4

SCHCDULCFORSATURDAY, NOV. 9,1991
Cal Poly SLO at Southern Utah, 1 pm

Cal St. Northrldge at Portland State, 7 pm
Cal St. Sacramento at Santa Clara. 7 pm
good football right now, we just
need to continue it.”
The biggest factor for the
game figures to be the weather
after snow blanketed Cedar
City last week.
But Cal Poly’s Assistant
Coach Randy Stewart said Poly
won’t have to worry about
snow.
“The conditions shouldn’t be
a factor,” Stewart said.
The forecasts are for 50- to
60-degree weather- with no

snow, Stewart said.
That doesn’t necessarily
mean good news for the Mus
tangs, who have to stop the
Division IPs top runner — Zed
Robinson.
In his last four games,
Robinson has gained more than
900 yards, including a 343-yard
performance against Santa
Clara.
Perfect conditions for Satur
day’s game figures to benefit
Robinson .

“(Robinson’s) a slashing kind
of runner,” Stewart said. “He
likes to cut back a lot.”
Thus, even a small amount
of snow could make footing dif
ficult for the nation’s leading
running back.
Robinson, however, isn’t
Poly’s only problem.
Southern Utah also boasts
the top-rated quarterback in
the WFC in James Armendariz.
Armendariz has thrown 17
touchdowns and only four inter
ceptions this year.
Poly, meanwhile, enters the
contest banged up physically.
The Mustangs have three
players doubtful for the game
and another who’s probable.
Poly’s leading ruslier, Daryl
McChristian, will not make the
trip due to knee and thigh in
j u r i e s . M c C h r i s t i a n has
averaged more than five yards
a carry this season.
Starting cornerback Josh
Awuma and Tbd Haberfield, a
backup linebacker, are doubtful
for Saturday’s game.
Starting defensive lineman
Eric Alexander is listed as
probable after suffering an
ankle ii\jury in last Saturday’s
game.

___

To have a
shot
at an
NCAA at-large
playoff berth,
the Cal Poly
s o c c e r t eam
must win
_________
Saturday’s match against Grand
Canyon University.
Even with the victory,
however, the Mustangs’ ultimate
fate lies in the NCAA regional
committee’s hands.
Poly’s awkward position is a
result of finishing second for the
third consecutive year in the
California Collegiate Athletic As
sociation.
Cal State San Bernardino
captured the title.
The 12 NCAA Division II
playoff position winners will be
decided upon, and announced,
Sunday, said Allen Exley, Chair
man o f NCAA Division II
Regional Selection Committee.
Poly’s chances for advance
ment to the playoff's are g (X )d ,
said Cal Poly Head Coach
Wolfgang Gartner.
As of last week. Cal Poly is
ranked fifth in the Far Western
Region of the NCAA.
If the Mustangs win Saturday
and move into the fourth-ranked
position, it is highly likely that
all four Far Western Region
teams will advance to playoffs,
Exley said.
The NCAA g iv e s two
automatic playoff berths and one
at-large berth to each of its four
divisions.
CCAA champs San Bernar
dino have secured one berth and
the Northern California Athletic
Conference champs Sonoma
State has won the other.
Seattle Pacific, an independ
ent school, is ranked No. 2 in the
nation is most likely to secure
the Far Western Region’s atlarge berth, Exley said.
In order for Poly to win an atlarge berth, it must win Satur
day’s game against Grand
Canyon and one of the remaining
three NCAA divisions must
sacrifice an at-large playoff posi
tion.
UC Davis, the NCAC third
place team, also plays into the
playoff picture, Gartner said.
See SOCCER, page 10
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“He goes full speed no matter
what. Other than kickers, 1
would say Dennis easily has
been the No. 1 player for us.”
Senior wide receiver Vince
Holloway lined up against
Breshears in practice and has
seen him in action for the last
two years.
“He fires me up,” Holloway
sa\s, smiling and nodding at the
merition of Breshears. “He has
such a great attitude. He goes
out there and gives it all he’s got.
“He’s 30 pounds lighter than
everybody else but it seems like
he has 30 pounds more heart
than anybody else.”
With his 165-pound frame,
Breshears doesn’t exactly fit the
physical image of a football
standout.
“If you see me at school you
wouldn’t think I play football,”
Breshears says. “That’s been
true my whole life.”
Breshears came to Cal Poly
two years ago after a successful
stint at Glendale Junior College.
Breshears’ first hurdle at
Glendale as a 130-pound hopeful
was just getting a chance to play.
“My first year I only got in on
one play, and I made the tackle
on the kickoff,” he says.
The next year he was named
special teams captain.
“I played on everything, from
fake punts to attack man on
kickoffs,” Breshears says.
Breshears’ reputation grew at
the junior college level.
“I noticed that as the season
went on, I’d have more and more
people coming to block me,”
Breshears says. “I had some big
guys coming at me.”
Once he took a shot that
Breshears says knocked him 10
or 12 feet and blurred his vision
when his helmet was knocked
crooked.
“I straightened up and jogged
back on the field, but later when
I saw it on films, it was one ugly
hit,” he says.

“I broke (my wrist) on
Saturday, went to the
hospital... had
surgery on Tuesday
and played on
Saturday.”
— Dennis Breshears
When it came time to move to
the university level, Breshears
says that although many schools
talked to him, few were con
vinced he could do the job.
He talked to Fresno State,
UCLA and finally walked on, un
recruited, at Long Beach State.
“I was a big fan of George
Allen, but two days before the
team left for Clemson, I found
out I wasn’t going to travel with
the team,” Breshears said. “I al
most quit after Long Beach.”
Breshears said all he wanted
was a chance to play, “somebody
who would give me a shot and
believed in me as much as I
believed in myself.”
If he were a fish, most coaches
would have thrown him back.
But the Mustang coaches saw
more of a shark in Breshears.
“We saw him at Glendale and
had recruited him,” Stewart
says. “But at the time he wanted
to stay down there. Then he
called and came up here.”
Breshears’ ambition at Cal
Poly is simple.
“I just want to play and if spe
cial teams is the only thing I can
play, I’m going to be the best I
can be,” Breshears says.
Stewart says that attitude is
typical Breshears.
“It’s the type of person he is,”
Stewart says. “It bothers him not
to play full-time at his p>osition.
He accepts whatever comes and
keeps trying to get better.”
Getting better means not only
doing his job, but making the big

play. Stewart says Breshears has
done that, blocking several kicks,
punts and making important
tackles on kickoff coverage.
“He makes big plays that will
turn ball games aro un d, ”
Stewart says.
Breshears says his inspiration
comes from the quality of the op
position.
“Everywhere we go it seems
like they have the best kickoff or
punt returner in the nation,”
Breshears says. “Well the way I
look at it, they haven’t met me
yet. I bet I can get him.
“Not to take anything away
from the runner, because I’m
sure he’s an excellent man. But
my job is to tackle him and his
job is to run.”
Talk of the competition raises
excitement in Breshears. He
stands a little straighten, his
eyes get a little bigger, the
speech a little faster.
Under the blue bandanna
knotted over his blond hair,
scenes from past games are
being replayed. Then somewhere
in there the whistle blows and
things slow down again.
“I get kind of cocky,” he says,
“Not like I talk it up, but I feel
that if you step out there and you
feel no one can block you — no
one can stop you. You’re going to
make the play.”
That big white clump of
plaster on his arm hasn’t stopped
him from making too many
plays. He fractured and dis
placed his thumb making a
tackle against Sacramento State
three weeks ago.
“I broke it on Saturday, went
to the hospital on Monday, had
surgery Tuesday and played on
Saturday,” Breshears says.
With a shrug, he says that
since the doctor said it was up to
Breshears, and being that it is
his senior year, he will play.
He says that when the game
starts, “I just can’t wait for us to
score so I can get on the field.”

SOCCER
From page 9

Tickets at
3ig Music &
Boo Boos
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12-4-3 and outstanding schedule
of games will make it difficult for
the NCAA regional committee to
overlook the Cal Poly Mustangs
if the team wins this Saturday,
Gartner said.
But to earn a shot at the
playoffs, Cal Poly must first
defeat Grand Canyon (14-3-1)

P e a ce B rigade I n t e r n a t io n a l jir e s e n ls

GIANT SAND
Rolling Stone
1991
•HOT PICK*

However, Poly beat UC Davis
5-2 earlier in the season at
Davis.
The Mustangs also recently
beat the CCAA’s league cham
pions, San Bernardino, 5-1.
Those crucial wins combined
with Cal Poly’s overall record of
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(iiio M o n o SI.
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John Avila &
Johnny Vatos oioingo
with

RHYTHM
AKIMBO

Volunteer Winnie Hoineril spent 10
m onths in Guatemala providing

Boingo

international accornpanyrnent for

THURSDAY
Nov. 21

threatened human rights workers.
Come hear first hand about the
situation there, and the n on 
violent mission o f Peace Brigades
International.

(Donations A ccepted)

SjHinsored by ASl Speakers F o ru m

this Saturday at Mustang
Stadium at 7 p.m.
Grand Canyon, an independ
ent school from Arizona, tied
Seattle Pacific, 0-0, last week.
“That tie makes their record
very credible,” Gartner said.
“Now they can’t be overlooked.
It’s either them or us that has a
real legitimate claim to the num
ber two berth.
“The argument is very strong
for the winner of Saturday’s
game,” Gartner said. “In athletic
terms, the winner of that game
deserves the position.
“It almost serves as an invita
tion to the NCAA playoffs.”
Exley agreed with Gartner’s
assessment.
“Certainly that game will
have tremendous impact,” Exley
said, “of placing teams in the
final at-large pool,” Exley said.

PLATT
From page 9

In 1990, Platt led the Mus
tangs men’s tennis team to a na
tional championship.
Last season, he coached both
the men’s and women’s teams.
Platt said he was offered the
position on Friday by Arkansas,
thought it over during the
weekend Emd — after discussing
it with his peers at Cal Poly —
accepted the job.
“They (the athletic depart
ment) were very happy (for me)
and told me to go sdler it,” Platt
said. “For me, it was the best
thing to do personally, by far.”
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genocide and ecocide that has af
fected all of the indigenous
peoples. The true emphasis must
lay on the 500 years of betrayal
of Indians by Columbus.
Osuna sees the task of NASO
to increase cultural awareness
about Native Americans on cam
pus. American Indian Culture is
a living culture and not some
thing of the past.
“There are still more than 1
million Indians in the United
States today. Significant num
bers of them continue to live in
wilderness and desert regions
and also in the far north of
Canada and Alaska, often engag
ing in traditional subsistence
practices on the same lands
where their ancestors lived for
m i l l e n n i a , ” (Utne Reader,
November/December 1991),
NASO is there to raise the
consciousness of non-Native
Americans and to serve as a
u n if yi ng base for Native
Americans on campus.
Osuna, who is also vice presi
dent for the American Indian
Science and Engineering Society,
hopes that she can foster a work
ing link between NASO and

AIDES for the good of all stu
dents involved. She also believes
that NASO should be an on cam
pus link for other outside or
ganizations such as the Big
Mountain Support Group.
Sheila Baker, a Pro-Indian ac
tivist and a secretary in NASO,
is also acting as the network
bridge between NASO and Big
Mountain,
Donald Grinde is Cal Poly’s
authority on American Indian is
sues and teaches American In
dian history. He is also the quiet,
vital force behind NASO. As ad
viser, Grinde is a resource for the
students on American Indian
matters relating to local, state
and national communities. He
will be present at meetings to
provide advice on future
speakers, ideas for programs and
activities that may concern
NASO.
It has been Grinde’s openmindedness and his ability to
communicate the beliefs, cul
tures and problems o f the
American Indian that makes him
an interesting lecturer and a
great asset to NASO. Two of
NASO’s officers this year, Sam
Turner, a social science student

and Kerri Caserío, a graduate
student returning fbr her teach
ing credential, first learned of
NASO through Grinde’s Indian
history class.
As a non-Native American,
Turner sees his role as vice presi
dent as an assistant to Osuna.
He’s not much of an activist but
believes his role is as amateur
ethnologist.
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NASO welcomes all American
Indian and interested non-Na
tive Americans to join them. This
organization promises to be both
active and informative. Bring our
talents, thoughts and open
minds top their next meeting.
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C iassifie D
Campus
AVIATION CLUB

FUN - FLYING - EXCITING TRIPS
MON. 10/21 6PM GRPH. ARTS #104

BAJA
SEANOV
KAYAKING
27-DEC 1
$210:RTT TRANS, FOOD, EQUIP.
INFO. IN ASI TRAVEL CENTER
OUTINGS MTGS TUES @7PM UU 220
CAL POLY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Rm 20-127 Thur 7:30pm Into 541-5673
Cal Poly Space Systems
Meeting Thurs 5pm (52-A4)
INFORMATION SYSTEMS ASSOC.
PRESENTS

IRA REFERENDUM
Guest Speaker
Thurs. @ 11am Fi.Sd. Rm 286
Everyone is Welcomel

Announcements

GrecK News

RA1Sn5flA...iiAU...6i^oA

KAPPA SIGMA ZETA CLASS
EVAN EAKIN
JUSTIN McKEIGHAN
TOBY THOMAS
WELCOME TO THE SIX FAMILY
FROM YOUR K£ BIG BROTHERS
JIM, BRUCE, DAVE, AND RICH

FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING
For your fraternity, sorority,
team, or other campus organization.
Absolutely no Investment required!
CALL 1-800-950-8472, exi. 50

TSHIRT DESIGN
CONTEST
$100 fo r best design
For Escape Route
Everyone Welcome
Details in Escape Route

GIGGLES

NUTRITION CLUB MEETING
COME SEE OUR GUEST SPEAKER ON
VEGETARIANISM. THURS.NOV.7 AT
11AM SCI NORTH BLDG rm 202

SINGING
TELEGRAMS
MANY CHARACTERS

PEP BAND

CLOWNS
FOR KIDS PARTIES

Would You like to play in the
BAND at POLY BASKETBALL?
Then come to an IMPORTANT
MEETING on THURS. NOV 7 at
11:00am in BLDG 45 ROOM 2161!

SAM

JIM BOWER FROM PACIFIC BELL
MTG THUR 11AM AGENG 123
JOIN US AT HUDSON S AFTER
SCS OUTREACH
SPECIAL PALS
Interested in being a big bro/
big sis for a developmentally
disabled? Info THURS 11-7 7pm
CALL FOR INFO KIMI KRISTEN. OR
VERONICA X5834

_ _

MEETING
TONIGHT 6-7 PM
BUILDING 52 ROOM E27

Announcement«
STUDENT I D. GETS YOU 10% OFF
ALL NAME BRAND SUNGLASSES
RAYBAN.OAKLEY.REVO.SUNCLOUD.,
AT THE SEA BARN AVILA BEACH.

CONGRATS TO 1ST PLACE T E N N i^
TEAMS: IN MIKE BATISTESSA
O IK BRIAN & COLIN FITZJEARL
AO CATHERINE & CARA STEFANI
GREAT JOB THIS WEEKENDI-KAH
SARA JOHNSTON
Your AOn Big Sis loves Youl
See you Tonight

SIGEP
GAMMAS
You Guys are pretty sneaky,
but not sneaky enough...
Beaker to the rescuel
~ TENNIS CLASSIC PARTICIPANTS
AFT AEII AO A IO AX «X K I IlK A IN
TKE O IK O K y THANKS FOR ALL
YOUR SUPPORTI-KA»

TKE

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Ready for a spirited softball
game? Just say when.

lO E

BALLOON
BOUQUETS

549-8528

YOU IH O U ^H I YOU fvllSëËD YOUR
CHANCE...BUT HERE IT ISII RUSH

JULES!!

I need my manucil back.
Please call me or drop it off
Thanks. Kevin 542-9680

ALPHA BETAS
ARE ZETA HOT

Aon

Joy Sebasto
YBS LOVES YOU
BECKY WELLS
CLUE#6:YOUR BIG SIS IS AN AOO
SEE YOU TONIGHT I LOVE YOU
Larre, Amanda and KIml
Congrats on Order o f Omega! We
are psyched for you! Love £K

Vlef.TwinVie, heres
Nfou ^he o^berday.

SWEETHEARTS
DELTA UPSILON

TUE 8:30PM SOUTH OF THE BORDER
WED 8:30PM HORS D’OEUVRES
THU 8:30PM INTERVIEWS
CALL SHANNON 546-9385 FOR INFO
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R&R Word Processma (Nona), t>442591, STUDENT RAT&S' 15 yrs.exp.
Resumes, Sr. Projects, Etc. Mac w/
Laser Printer. Laura -- 549-8966

RobinWord
to Processing
the Rescue
Quick * Professional * Accurate
"FASTER THAN A SPEEDING DEADLINE I"
Call 543-1668 • in Downtown SLO
SYNERGY WORD PROCESSNO 773-5773
TERM PAPERS & RESUMES-FAST

COLOR TV

ADVERTISING
SALES PEOPLE

MINOLTA SRT202 35MM CAMERA WITH
ROKKOR 50MM F1:1.4 LENS INCL
UDES TOYO 200mm ZOOM AND CORIN
FILTER SYSTEM $275 473-1870

Mustang Daily Needs a few
COMMITTED self-starters to sell
display ads. The BEST candidates
must be anargatic, able to work
25-30 hrs a week and have
reliable tranaporlation. If you
are looking fo r sales experience
and can meet sales standards
and deadlines, th is can be a vary
rewarding experience for you. Call
Lea or Stan at 756-1143 to r more
info or drop by w ith resume.
Immediate and Permanent Sales
Position Avail at SLO Jewelry
Store Good Starting Wages.
Experience preferred, not
required Call for interview
appt 544-4367
SLO MANUFACTURING FIRM NEEDS
TO HIRE A CAL POLY COMPUTER
SCIENCE STUDENT TO WRITE
PROGRAMS IN THE ‘PROGRESS’
LANGUAGE. POSSIBLE SENIOR PROJ
OPPORTUNITY. CALL STEVE AT
TEATRONICS. 544-3555 DAYTIMES

CHOOSE "THE WRITING TUTOR" FOR
PROOFREADING, RESEARCH PAPER
ASSISTANCE. ETC. 541-4005

IMAGEWRIT II $200
OBO 756-1671

Somebody r a M on rre,
and Hs^onna b e a
dark, day
T c-Ner
■find oud who.'

For Sale
Set of clubs w/bag.puil cart,
umbrella Excint cond.$140
(missing 3,5, iron)
also for sale:Taylor made wood
graphite,nearly new $80
Kevin 542-9680

E m ploym ent

NEED 2PM GRAD TICKETS PLEASE
CALL DEANNE 541-9135

a

GOLFERS!

FOR SALE-$35
544-7036

SUMMER MGMT.INTERNSHIP
INTERVIEWS NOW TAKING PLACE.
GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
MANAGING A TEAM OF EMPLOYEES,
CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLIERS MAJOR
ITY OF HIRING WILL BE COMPLETED
BY NOVEMBER.AVERAGE GROSS PRO
-FIT $11,287.CALL TRIPLE ’A’
STUDENT PAINTERS FOR
INFORMATION NOW 1-800-426-6441

ZETA FORMAL DATES
Thanks 4 masquerading w ith us
H was Night to remember

i

12- 4-98

“Activism is important to
awareness” he said “iaut change
will only come when institution
alized myths like Columbus as
discoverer are dispelled by the
holistic education.”
He has high hopes that local
Native Americans will' share
their views on the world, politics
and culture. In the near future,
he would like to see NASO host
the publication of American In
dian writers, poets and artists.
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Mo00 <ls Bk Cycles
1990 BLUE HONDA ELITE 80
800 MLS BRND NEW CALL 543-9380
$995 OBO

SCHWINN VARSITY 10SPD 4 MURRAY
12SPD $40-50 OBO ROB @543 5099

SEIZED CARS trucks.boats,4wheel
ers.motorhomes.by FBI,IRS,DEA
Availableayi
your area now. Call
(805)682-7555 Ext. C6068

fioominates
F m L e RMT n e e d e d 2 SHR RM COULD
BE AVAIL 12F7 $215 545-7851
ROOMMATE NEEDED RIDGEPOINT APT
#12 $220 CALL 5432636 FOR INFO

Rental Housing
3 BDRM 1BA
$1200.00 AVIL 11/15
688-3347

HUGE 1 BD APT FOR RENT CLOSE
TO TOWN NEW CARPET,DISHWASHER.
BLINDS.550.00mth +DEP 541-4880

SLO
TOWNHOME
221 KING ST «38 2 BEDRM
2 1/2 BATH 2 CAR GARAGE
WASH/DRYER, REF., $1050/MO
543-6620 OR (818)996-8967
S

.NS£*%V,. . > S >

Homes for

....... g.,.^.v.

4 home s

LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS.
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
11 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO?
For a Free List Of All least
Expensive Houses 4 Condos For
Sale In SLO, Call Steve Nelson
543-8370. FARRELL SMYTH R/E.
2BDRM 1BATH CONDO 2CAR GARAGE
122,000 ATASCADERO 466-5739

Ì
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WHY RENT? EARN $1.000.00
COMMISSIONI 4 BR -f loft,
1 3/4 BA. $229.000.
161 DEL SUR WAY. SLO 541-2672

M A T H W ATCH
1 year guarantee
Lifetime Service

c o u n c il
From page 1

Avenue and Mill Street.
The $10 million investment
will be funded by the Transit
Development Act — a statewide
m easure that designates
$700,000 a year from state in
come taxes to the city specifically
for the improvement of the tran
sit system — and other grant
sources. Nelson said. No money

Unisex
y

Black Dial & Strap

White Dial & Strap
Champagne Dial with Tan Strap

$ 29.75 for One
$27.50 for Three to Five

$24.75 - Six or M o re

Dealer Inquiries Welcome
rvou CAN'T BEAT THE PRICES
Order Now For
CHRISTMAS!

WATCMET

m EJT~

38559 6th Street East, Unit A
Palmdale, CA 93550
(805) 265-7484

T O L L - FR E E 1 -8 00 -36 6-7 13 8
Money orders and credit card orders only please.
Please Add $3.50 shipping. CA residents add 6.25% tax________
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will be used from the general
fund for the SRTP, and students
will continue to ride the bus for
free.
Cal Poly students are not
alone in their frustration with
the current transit system.
“It takes me two-and-a-half
hours to make a round trip to the
market, and I have to limit my
grocery shopping to 25 minutes.

or itni take even longer,” siiifi
San Luis Obispo resident Lye!
Reyes.

changing ideas in the classroom
setting.”
The result is that the work
done by the prison students often
rivals that produced by Cal Poly
students, Fetzer said.
“I’m sure some of the quality
comes from the fact that these
classes are an outlet, providing
the inmates with a release from
the tediousness o f prison life,”
Fetzer said. “But some of it also
comes from the fact that most of
the men in the program are
much older than typical Cal Poly
students, and with age comes a
certain maturity.”
The prisoners in the program

can apply their work toward
regular college degree, Ross sni'*
Upon completion, the prison »t:;
dents can obtain an Associate c/
Arts degree in general education
a bachelor’s degree in business
administration, or a bachelor’s
degree in social science.
“We have a regular gradua
tion ceremony for the prison stu
dents every June,” Ross said. “It
is usually done in conjunction
with the graduation proceedings
of the prison’s high school G .E .D .
and Vocational Arts programs,
but many of these men do com
plete their course work and
receive a college degree.”

Cal Poly student JustiOi
Leong said the cheap fare and
clean buses make the transit .
good alternative to automobile:,
“Even if I didn’t have an ID ;C::
Poly), 50 cents is great,” Leon
said.

PRISON
From page 1

Fetzer said his job at CMC is a
regular paid position, similar to
the role he fills at Cal Poly. As
such, he tries to provide the
same level of instruction found at
any regular state college.
“It is really very easy to stay
motivated and totally committed
to the job, because the inmates
themselves are so interested in
what they are doing,” Fetzer
said. “I always get a very positive
response from them, and they
are attentive and courteous to
each other in class. They are
really into the learning ex
perience, the whole process of ex

1ER
program.

From page 3

personal interview s
program staff.

with

Students receive 13 quarter
un it s for c o m p l e t i n g the

They get eight units for the
work experience and five units
for an orientation meeting, wintten assignments and two semi-

nars before they depart for
Europe.
There are 300 student
throughout the country who take
advantage of the program eveiy
summer.
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pFour International
Chicken Saiads...GRILLED & GREAT!
New Sandwiches & Platters
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Dinner Piatters
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New Deli-Deluxe & Italian Burgers

3-7 PM • Monday - Friday
$100 off all Cocktaiis
99C Domestic Draft Beer
From 3-8 PM • Monday - Friday
Platter of Appetizers Feeds 4-6
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¿Mustang Dally needs a few&
i Y (X>MMITtED self-starters to
*'
^
display advertising. The BEST
r i candidates must be energetic, ,
I able to work 25-30 hours per week,
and have reliable transportation.
If you are looking for sales experience
< and can meet sales standards and
this..is...the,Job..,l.....l
•'-.foryouiip,*.,
lliii

Call Lee or Stan at
756-1143
im
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1005 M ottttPtjf s tre e t • 541-5908
Cerner of Osee à Monterey

''

for more information.

